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Shape from Shading (SFS) technique reconstructs the shape of an object from 
its single grayscale image. Light source model, surface reflectance model and 
camera model are used to describe the process of image formation. Light source 
models used in classical Shape from Shading algorithms are not practical. We 
focus on practical applications of SFS using light source models different from 
parallell light or distant point light. Extended light source models were built. 
Our extended light source models are of spherical, rectangular or cylindrical in 
shape. Single extended light source or multiple extended light sources are used 
for shape reconstruction using the Shape from Shading technique. It is a big step 
towards real applications of Shape from Shading in uncontrolled environments. •‘ 
For the application of SFS in surgery, we proposed a global SFS algorithm for 
shape reconstruction from an endoscope image. An endoscope has a point light 
source located very near the camera projection center. This kind of light source 
cannot be regarded as a parallel light. A SFS algorithm [30] was proposed by 
Okatani and Deguchi to tackle this problem. Starting from a singular point (a 
point that is the closest to the light source and has the surface normal in the 
direction of the light source), the 3D shape is referred by propagating equal 
distance contours from the projection center. But this is a local method which 
3 
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means that there will be topological problems if the object surface has many 
hills and valleys. We proposed a novel global algorithm for this problem. Many 
local shapes were obtained by the local algorithm. Then some of them were 




















Reconstructing 3D model from 2D images (or shape recovery for short) is a very 
important topic and fast developing field in computer vision research [19]. Its 
applications include self navigation of mobil robots, image-guided surgery in the 
hospital, model-based object recognition and product inspection in the manufac-
turing indurstry etc.. Numerous shape recovery techniques have been developed 
in the literature. Some of the methods are shown in Figl.l. Each method has 
advantages and disadvantages and is suitable for some certain circumstances. ,‘ 
1.1 Shape recovery techniques 
Stereo vision [9] is a direct technique for calculating the distance of various 
points in the scene relative to the position of the camera. In general, this 
method requires that two cameras to be seperated by a baseline distance. A 
scene point will have a projection in each image plane of the two cameras. The 
distance information of a scene point can be infered from the disparity between 
5 
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Shape recovery 
• • • 
Shape from X 
• •眷 
Stereo Vision Shape from Motior Shape from Photometric shape from Contour 
Stereo  
I Shape from Shading | Shape from F ^ | shape from Texture 
Figure 1.1: Some shape recovery techniques 
the locations of the two image points projected by that scene point. Finding 
correspondence between two images is a very challenging task. This is the so-
called correspondence problem. Distinct features in the scene such as corners 
or edges have to be available for doing the correspondence. Its accuracy is also 
affected by the baseline distance. If the baseline is too small, the disparity 
between correpondence will be insensitive. But if the baseline is too large, the 
“ 
number of feature points in the scene that can be seen by both cameras will 
become too small so that depth information of most of the points in the scene 
cannot be extracted. 
Shape from Motion (SFM) [1] is similar to Stereo Vision. Instead of having 
two or more identical cameras viewing at the same scene, SFM acquires images 
of a stationary scene by a moving camera. This method also deals with a more 
general condition that both the camera and the scene are moving. SFM is useful 
for mobile robot navigations because in real environments, not only the mobile 
6 
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robot, but also some objects in the scene may be moving. The displacement 
of the camera or objects in the scene will result in disparities in a sequence of 
images. The drawback of the method is that the data required to be processed 
is very huge and it also suffers from the correspondence problem just as stereo 
vision. 
Texture is another clue for shape recovery [2，49]. It is characterized by 
the spatial distribution of gray levels in a neighborhood. It can be defined 
as repeating patterns of local variations in image intensity. Those repeating 
patterns are texture primitives. Changes in the size , shape arid density of 
texture primitives provide clues for estimation of surface shape and orientation. 
Shape from Texture (SFT) is useful and accurate for recovering shape of a scene 
with simple texture primitives. However, for more complex gray-level textures 
corrupted by noise, the resulting shape will have big errors. 
Most applications of shape recovery assume a pinhole camera model. For an 
ideal pinhole camera, each scene point will be projected to a point on the image 
plane. The scene point, the image point and the projection center will be on a 
straight line. In practice, the aperture of the camera is larger than a pinhole “ 
in order to let more light into the camera. Only those points within a certain 
depth range are in focus on the image plane. When a point is out of focus, it 
creates a circle of image intensity on the image plane instead of a single point. 
This is called blurring effect. Shape from Focus (SFF) [10, 41] infers depth o f a 
scene point by measuring the point spread function of the blurring effect. But 
this is an ill-posed method. 
Shape from Photometric Stereo (SFPS) [50] is a method that three images of 
a scene are aquired using light sources from three different directions. Both the 
7 
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camera and the scene are required to be stationary. Surface normals at points 
that are illuminated by all three light sources can be calculated. This method 
does not need to deal with the corresponding problem because both the camera 
and the scene are stationary. But it may be impractical because it is difficult to 
have light sources strictly controlled as required. 
Shape from Shading (SFS) [14] reconstructs the shape of a scene from a single 
image. Given the grayscale image of a scene, the shape can be inferred from the 
gradual variation of shading in the image. One of its advantages is that there is 
no corresponding problem because depth information is extracted from a single 
image. SFS is most suitable for reconstructing surface without features such 
as corners, edges or textures. Besides, the setup for SFS is relatively simple 
compared with some other shape recovery techniques. The rest of this thesis 
is focused on the developments of SFS techniques. The details of SFS and its 
developments will be discussed in next section. 
1.2 Shape from Shading algorithms 
ti 
Shape from Shading was first proposed by Horn [13] in the literature for shape 
recovery. A reflectance map describing the relationship between image bright-
ness and the surface normal for a given illumination and surface reflectance 
properties should be obtained by studying the physics of image formation. 
^(^, y) = R{p,q) 
As is shown in Eq5.1, the brightness E of a surface point at image (x,y) is 
determined by the reflectance map R(p, q) which combines the information of 
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the local surface normal (p,q), the given illumination condition and the surface 
reflectance properties, where p = dz/dx, q = dz/dy. SFS is the inverse of the 
above equation. In other words, the goal of SFS is to reconstruct the shape of 
a surface by calculating the normal at each surface point. 
For each pixel in the image, there are two unknowns for the surface normal 
but only one brightness value. The surface normal cannot be calculated by 
simply solving the inverse of the above equation. Other methods should be 
used. This is called the Shape from Shading problem. 
In the first formulation of SFS, some assumptions concerning light source 
model, surface model were made to simplify the problem. The light source was 
assumed to be a parallel light source or a point light source at a great distance 
from the surface. Under such a light source model, the incident light direction 
is the same for all surface points of the object. Besides, the surface is supposed 
to be Lambertian. The incident light is reflected evenly to all directions in 
a hemisphere by a Lambertian surface. Usually, these assumations are only 
partially true for most of the real applications. Many developments have been 
made to release these limitations and make SFS more practical. “ 
New developments of SFS cover three topics: surface reflection property, 
light source model and computing method. Some of them may address more 
than one of the three topics. 
1.2.1 Some developments on surface reflection 
Lambertian surface model is an ideal surface reflection model for describing the 
refletance properties of a surface. It was used in the Shape from Shading al-
gorithm first proposed by Horn [13]. A scene point on a Lambertian surface 
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appears equally bright from all viewing directions in a hemisphere. The bright-
ness depends on both of the light source direction and the surface normal. But 
in practice, many surfaces are only partially Lambertian. 
In general, the reflected light from a surface consists of two parts [12]: one is 
diffuse reflection and the other is specular reflection. Surface with only diffuse 
reflection is a Lambertian surface we just mentioned about. Surface with only 
specular reflection reflectes incident light to only one direction for each incident 
light ray. The reflected direction forms the same angle with the surface normal 
as the angle between the incident light ray and normal direction of the surface. 
But reflected light and the incident light lay on the opposite side of the surface 
normal. Most surfaces have both of the two reflections. 
More complicated surface models other than Lambertian kept emerging in 
the past. Torrance and Sparrow [47] proposed a theoretic reflectance model that 
took specular reflection as well as diffuse reflection into consideration. Cook [7 
extended the model by including ambient light and spectral dependencies. 
Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF) is a general model 
for describing the reflection [16, 14，28, 29]. BRDF is the ratio of reflected “ 
energy in a set of directions to the incident light energy from another set of 
directions. Reflection property of any kind of material can be precisely described 
by a BRDF. In general it is very complicated because all possible directions of 
incident light and reflected light should be considered. But in some cases, it can 
be simplied to a relatively convenient form. The details are in Chapter 5. 
10 
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1.2.2 Some developments on computing methods 
The goal of Shape from Shading techniques is to reconstruct the depth map 
or surface orientation of a scene. There are two unknowns of the surface ori-
entation but only one grayscale. The surface orientation and shape can not be 
reconstructed from the grayscale image directly unless additional constraints are 
imposed or other initial conditions are known. SFS techniques can be classified 
into two categories: local algorithm and global algorithm. Local algorithm is 
faster but the results have more errors. Global algorithm is more robust but 
slower. 
Local approaches use the local intensity to recovery the shape of a surface. 
Pentland [36] used the linear approximation of the reflectance map in p and q by 
taking the Taylor series. Lee and Rosenfeld [25] approximated the local surface 
by spherical patches. Tsai and Shah [48] employed the discrete approximations 
of p and q using finite differences in order to linearize the reflectance map in 
terms of depth Z. 
Global approaches can be further divided into two types: global minimization 
f/ 
approaches and global propagation approaches. In minimization approaches, 
Ikeuchi and Horn [18] minimized an eneragy function consisting of a brightness 
constraint and a smoothness constraint. Zhang and Chellappa [52] minimized 
an energy function of intensity constraint instead of a smoothness constraint. 
Lee and Kuo [26] used the brightness constraint and the smoothness constraint, 
but the surface is approximated by triangular surface patches. 
In propagation approaches, the shape (depth information) can be obtained 
by propagating from the surface points where the shape is known. Horn [11 
propagated characterstic strip from singular points ( with maxima intensities 
11 
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) .Dupuis and Oliensis [8] formulated SFS as an optimal control problem and 
solved it using numerical methods. Bichsel and Pentland [3] proposed a down-
hill approach for SFS. Kimmel and Bruckstein [21，22] reconstructed the shape 
by propagating equal height contours using a Level Set propagation method 
proposed by Osher and Sethian [35]. The Level Set method has an advantage 
that it automatically treats the topological changes of the evloving equal height 
contours. 
1.2.3 Some developments on light source model 
The assumption of a parallel light or a point light source at a great distance from 
the object surface [15，33，22] is one of the main reasons that limit the appli-
cations of SFS techniques. Developing new light source models is an important 
topic in SFS research. 
Langer and Zucker [23] used a uniform hemispherical light source to model 
a cloudy day. Nayar et al. [27] used an extended light source for shape recovery 
from photometric stereo. Sato and Ikeuchi [40] do shape from color from a 
n 
sequence of images under a spherical light source. Tian and Tsui [44] proposed 
a more practical spherical light source for shape recovery from two sequence 
of color images. They [42] also do shape from shading under one planar light 
source and multiple planar light sources. 
Okatani and Deguchi [30] proposed a SFS algorithm for a near point light 
source located at the camera projection center. Their algorithm can be extended 
to near point light not located at the optical center owing to the use of BRDF 
for the surface reflectance properties. 
12 
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1.3 Proposed algorithms in this thesis 
A parallel light source or a point light source at a great distance is not common 
in real indoor environments. It greatly limits the usefulness of SFS techniques 
which assume such a light source model. In order to make the SFS more practical 
and suitable for indoor environments, Tian and Tsui proposed a spherical and a 
planar light source model. They are common extended light sources in offices or 
factories. Inspired by Tian and Tsui's extended light models, we [46] proposed 
another extended light source model which is cylindrical in shape. Cylindrical 
light is also very popular. 
Since there are usually more than one light source in an office or a room, It 
is very important to propose a SFS algorithm that can do the shape recovery 
under multiple extended light sources. Tian and Tsui [42] developed a SFS 
technique for multiple plannar light source models. We [45] discovered that 
multiple extended light sources of different shapes such as plannar, spherical 
and cylindrical can be used together. With this hybrid extended light source 
model, SFS can be used in an uncontrolled environment given the shapes and 
ii 
locations of the light sources. 
Shape from Shading technique has also been used for medical analysis. Re-
constructing the 3D shape of a human inner organ from an endoscope image 
helps surgical operations or morphological analysis of tumors. Okatani and 
Deguchi [30] proposed a SFS for shape recovery from an endoscope image. They 
extended Kimmel and Bruckstein's SFS algorithm [21, 22] by propagating equal-
distance contours instead of equal height contours using a Level Set method. 
However, their algorithm cannot reconstruct the shape globally. Kimmel [20 
13 
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proposed a global SFS algorithm based on the classification of singular points. 
The light source model in Kimmel's algorithm is a point light source or a par-
allel light. Inspired by the Kimmel's method, we proposed a new algorithm to 
reconstructe the global shape from an endoscope image. 
In summary, we proposed a cylindrical light source model for SFS. After 
that, we combined the cylindrical light together with spherical and plannar 
light source models by Tian and Tsui. Besides, we developed a new global SFS 
algorithm for an endoscope image. 
1.4 Thesis outline 
The remainder of this thesis is arranged as follows. Chapter 2 gives a brief 
description of camera models and surface reflectance properties models. Chapter 
3 is the multiple extended light source models. A global SFS algorithm for an 





Camera and surface reflectance 
models for SFS 
Shape from Shading techniques reconstruct 3D shape or orientation of a surface 
from the graduate variation of shading in the image. Before the shape can 
be inferred from the image, we should first investigate the process of image 
formation. There are two relationships needed to be considered beforehand: 
1. The relationship between the location of a 3D point on the object surface “ 
and the position of its projection on image plane. 
2. The relationship between image brightness and the orientation of the 
corresponding small surface patch in 3D coordinate in a fixed lighting condition. 
The above two relationships are described by a camera model and a surface 
reflectance model respectively. A camera model describes the geometry of the 
image formation process while the image brightness depends greatly on the sur-
face reflectance properties which are described by a surface reflectance model. 
A camera model and a surface reflectance model must be chosen for each SFS 
15 
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algorithm. 
The imaging process begins from the light source and ends at the shading 
of the 2D image. Light coming from the light source is reflected by the surface. 
The reflected light in the direction of view point will go through the aperture of 
the camera and reach the image plane. A simple imaging system described in a 
viewer-centered coordinate is shown in Fig. 2.1. 
0 - i -
� / ' 
r^^~^~^ 
Figure 2.1: A simple imaging system. 
2.1 Camera models for SFS 
“ 
Modelling the camera is important if we want to reconstruct the shape of a 
surface accurately. The head of a typical camera consists of convex lens and 
an image plane (or retinal plane). Light in the direction of the camera which 
is reflected from the object surface will be gathered by the convex lens and 
form an inverted image of the object in the image plane. We will begin by 
introducing a pinhole camera model and perspective projection, followed by some 
of its approximations-orthographic projection and weak perspective projection. 
These camera models are used by the SFS algorithms mentioned in this thesis. 
16 
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2.1.1 Pinhole camera model and perspective projection 
A pinhole camera model can accurately model the geometry and optics of most 
of the modern CCD cameras [9]. A simple pinhole model is diagrammed in Fig. 
2.2. 
r t i L / - . 
> J ) ^ A A 
Figure 2.2: Pinhole camera model. 
In a pinhole camera model, the aperture of the camera is regarded as a point 
C called optical center or projection center. The image plane I is located at 
a distance of f from the optical center, where f is called the focal length of 
the camera. The line going through the optical center and perpendicular to the 
image plane is called optical axis. The intersection point c of the optical axis 
and the image plane is called the principal point. 
The light reflected from point A on the object surface goes through the 
optical center and form a projected image point Ai on the image plane I. Thc 
point A, the optical center and the image point Ai constitute a straight line. 
This kind of projection from 3D point to 2D image point is called perspective ‘ 
projection. A 3D coordinate system is chosen that the origin is located at the 
optical center and the Z axis coincides with the optical axis. Axis X- and 
17 
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axis Y— are parallel to the image coordinate x- and y- but in the opposite 
direction. The 2D coordinate system in the image plane has the origin located 
at the principle point c. 
It is equivalent in geometry to replace the image I plane by a virtual image 
plane I' on the right hand side of the optical center with the axis x- and axis 
y— in the same direction with axis X— and axis Y— respectively, as is shown 
in Fig. 2.3. 
X 
^ 1 X 
^ ¾ ^ ^ - z 
Y ^ f ^ A 
Figure 2.3: Virtual image plane in pinhole camera model. 
According to the geometry property of similar triangles, we can derive easily '' 
that a 3D point with the coordinate {X, Y, Z) will be projected to point (x, y) 
on the image that satisfies 
工—y - f (ou 
X 一 y 一 z (2-1) 
Given the coordinates of a 3D point and the focal length of the camera, the 
projected position in the image plane can be calculated easily 
^ = ^ - X (2.2) 
y = ^-y (2.3) 
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The equation above can be rewritten in a homogeneous matrix form as, 
U 1 [ f 0 0 0 ] X 
y = 0 f 0 0 Y 
S \ [ 0 0 1 0 [ Z 
where 
^ = \ (2.4) 
y = f (2.5) 
From the equations above we can see that an ideal pinhole camera model is 
a multiple-to-one mapping from 3D world to 2D image. Several 3D points can 
be projected to a same point in the image plane. But one 3D point can not be 
projected to more than one image point. Since this is not a one-one mapping, 
other informations should be used to infer the 3D location from the 2D image. 
A SFS algorithm using pinhole camera model is discussed in Chapter 5. To 
calculate the 3D location of a point on the object surface, we first calculate the 
distance D from that point to the projection center. According to the property 
$f 
of similar triangles, 
X y f •sjf + 1 + P (^ e� 
X = y = —z = ^ " ^ D " " " (2-6) 
The location of the point in 3D coordinate is given by 
• 1 xD 
X V®2+y2+/2 
y = , yD 
VxHy2+/2 
Z , fD 
匕 � L >/x2+y2 + /2 _ 
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The method to obtain the distance D from the image is discussed in Chapter 
5. After calculating the corresponding 3D point location of each pixel in the 
image, the surface can be represented by a set of 3D points which are not evenly 
distributed in space. Interpolation methods such as linear interpolation or spline 
interpolation can be used to get a set of evenly distribucted 3D points on the 
object surface. 
2.1.2 Approximations of perspective projection 
The pinhole camera model and the perspective projection is accurate for most 
CCD cameras. But it is a non-linear mapping and this may cause some difficul-
ties in some computer vision problems. Some approximations of the perspective 
projection can be used in some circumstances to simplify the problem provided 
that the result remain acceptable. We discuss two simple approximated models 
of the perspective projection. 
1. Orthographic Projection model 
X 
I. “ 
( ^ ^ (X，y, z) 
(x ’y )  
7 ; — z 
Y K 
Figure 2.4: Orthographic projection model. 
Orthographic projection is the simplest approximation of the perspective 
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projection that ignores the depth and position effect completely [51]. The depth 
effect is that two identical objects located at different distance from the camera 
will have different images in the image plane. The position effect is that two 
identical objects located at different distance from the optical center will have 
different images in the image even if they are equal distance to the camera. 
In orthographic projection, a point with coordinate {x, y, z) is projected to the 
image point with location (a;, y) on the image plane I. It is valid only if the depth 
variation is small compared with the average distance from the camera to the 
object surface points and the object is located near the optical axis. Pentland 
37] proposed a SFS algorithm that use the orthographic projection model. This 
algorithm is reviewed in Chapter 3. 
2. Weak perspective projection model 
X 
r < 1 _ ^ ' i - B ^'-^^--^B'； 
> ^ : ^ ^ " H " " " " " -
Z A . ^ - ^ A ' ; 
Z ^ A \,, ., 
Y I Z = Zi 
Figure 2.5: Weak perspective projection model. 
Although orthographic projective projection model is simple, it suffers from 
the problem of depth effect and the position effect. A weak perspective projec-
tion model is more approprate in some cases. As shown in Fig2.5, In a weak 
perspective projection model, all points on the object surface that can be seen 
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by the camera are first projected parallel to a plane Z = Zi just like ortho-
graphic projection, where Z^  is the average depth of the object points. Then the 
projected points on plane Z = Z{ are further projected to the image plane by 
perspective projection. 
2.2 Surface reflectance models for SFS 
Camera models determine the projected location in the image of a 3D point, but 
can not determine the intensity of the image. The image irradianee (intensity 
or grayscale) depends on the energy of the projected light going through the 
camera. It has two factors, one is the incident light energy of a surface patch 
from the light source, the other is the reflected energy from that surface patch 
in the direction of camera. The relationship between reflected light and incident 
light is described by a surface reflectance model. 
Lambertian surface model is a simple surface model used in Horn's SFS al-
gorithm [13]. Pentland [37] also used Lambertian model to describe the surface 
reflectance property in his SFS algorithm. The Lambertian surface is a surface .' 
that consist of only diffuse reflection and all of the incident energy is reflected 
by the surface evenly to all possible directions in a hemisphere. For more com-
plicated surface reflectance, a Bidirectional Reflectance Distribuction Function 
may be used instead. Okatani and Deguchi [30] used a simplified version of 
BRDF to describe the surface property of a human inner organ. The Lam-
bertian surface model and BRDF are covered in this section. Pentland's SFS 
algorithm will be reviewed in Chapter 3. The SFS algorithm by Okatani etc is 
covered in Chapter 5. 
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2.2.1 Lambertian surface model 
A Lambertian surface model is diagramed in Fig. 2.6. The Lambertian surface 
appears equal brightness from all viewing directions. Suppose that the light 
source is a point light source distant from the surface. The Brightness depends 
on the light source intensity and the incident angle 氏. 
N Light 
• . 
Figure 2.6: Lambertian surface model. 
The image irradiance is given as, 
I = a-cos9i (2.7) 
where a is a constant depending on the intensity of the light source and some “ 
paremeters of the camera. A matte surface can be regarded as a Lambertian 
surface. 
2.2.2 Bidirectional Reflectance Distribuction F u n c t i o n � 
Matte surface with only diffuse reflectance can be described by a Lambertian 
model. For more complicated surfaces, Bidirectional Reflectance Distribuction 
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Function is more appropriate. A BRDF is a function that describes the rela-
tionship between the reflected light and the incident light as following equation 
L[erAr) = F[0, ,^ , ,erAr)-m,( j>i) (2.8) 
L(0r, 4>r) is the reflected energy in the direction of {9r, ^r)- I(fi“ (/>») is the incident 
light energy with a direction of {6(, ¢{). 6i is the incident polar angle, 0,- is the 
incident azimuthal angle, $r is the reflectance polar angle and 0^ is the reflectance 
polar angle. 
BRDF for a Lambertian surface 
A Lambertian surface looks equally bright from any direction given a fixed 
lighting condition. So the BRDF for a Lambertian surface is a constant, 
F{Oi,^i,er.4>r) = - (2.9) 
7T 
In case of a point light source distant from the surface and the direction of 
light is {9i, (j)i). The intensity of a surface point is determined by [19 
r2ir pix/2 
L{9r,4>T) = / / F{6i, ¢^ 9r, ^r)I(Ou ^i) sm 9i COS 9id9id^i 
Jo Jo 
r2ir ni^/2 1 ” 
= / / - / ( ¾ , ^i) sin 9i cos 9id9id^i 
Jo Jo 7T 
=i /o 
7T 
B R D F for a complicated surface with a point light source at pro-
jection center 
If the light source is a point source located at the projection center of the 
camera, the light source direction (氏，4>i) is always equal to {9r, 4>r)- The BRDF • 
can be simplied to be, 
F[Bu4>iAAr) = F[ei,<j>iA.<t>i) (2.10) 
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There are only two variables in the function. It can be represented effeciently 
by a look-up table. 
2.3 Summary 
Camera model and surface reflectance model are very important for Shape from 
Shading technique. Camera model determines the location of the reflected light 
from object surface on the image plane. Surface reflectance model determines 
the brightness of a surface point appears in the image. A perspective camera 
model is described. Two of its simplified approximations, weak perspective 
projection model and orthographic projection model are also briefly reviewed 
in this chapter. Among many surface reflectance models, we have chosen to 
introduce a Lambertian model and a Bidirectional Reflectance Distribuction 
Function (BRDF). Lambertian model is an ideal surface model that all incident 
light is reflected by the surface evenly. The object appears the same brightness 
in any viewing angle. BRDF is a more complicated surface reflectance model. In 
general, the surface reflectance property is described by a function that relates ,' 
the reflected energy with four factors-incident polar angle 氏，incident azimuthal 
angle • “ reflectance polar angle 9r and reflectance azimuthal angle • ” These 
two surface models are used for our SFS algorithms. Details are in Chapter 4 
and Chapter 5. 
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Review of some related SFS 
algorithms 
New algorithms of Shape from Shading technique keep emerging since it was first 
proposed by Horn [13] in the 1960's. Because depth information is lost in the 
process of projection from 3D coordinate to 2D image, additional informations 
or constraints other than the constraint of image intensity itself are needed 
to do the 3D reconstruction. In different applications of SFS technique, there •‘ 
may be different lighting conditions, different surface reflectance properties and 
different camera models. Even for the same light, surface and camera, different 
approaches for recovering shape from grayscale image were proposed. Several 
Shape from Shading approaches are compared by Ruo Zhang etc. [39]. Below 
we give a brief review of two of the SFS algorithms. One is by Bichsel and 
Pentland [3], the other is by Kimmel and Bruckstein [21. 
The SFS algorithm proposed by Bichsel and Pentland is a global propagation 
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approach. It is more stable than some local approaches [39]. Besides, this ap-
proach is efficient and can guarantee a continuous surface. We use this algorithm 
for our extended light source models. The SFS algorithm proposed by Kimmel 
and Bruckstein transforms the shape reconstruction problem into a problem of 
equal height contour propagation using a Level Set method [35]. The Level Set 
propagation method automatically takes care of the topological changes of the 
propagating contours. This method is more robust for images with noise. 
These two SFS algorithms were originally designed for distant point light 
source, Lambertian surface model and orthographic camera model. These mod-
els are more or less not practical and limits the applications of SFS. Extensions 
concerning light source models, surface reflectance properties and camera models 
are made in this thesis. Details are in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. 
3.1 The SFS algorithm proposed by Bichsel and 
Pentland 
“ 
Bichsel and Pentland's SFS algorithm [3] is a simplified version of the SFS algo-
rithm proposed by Oliensis and Dupuis [32, 31, 33] that establishes the equiva-
lence of Shape from Shading to a calculus of variations/optimal control problem. 
It is a simple iterative algorithm based on a minimum downhill principle which 
guarantee continuous surface and stable results. Given initial height value at 
the singular points of an image (i.e. the points with local maximum brightness), 
the surface height information is passed to pixels that are more distant from the 
light source. This downhill principle guarantees the causality. Among different 
height information passing paths, the path that leads the least away from the 
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light source should be chosen, (minimum downhill principle). 
The minimum downhill principle can be described alternatively as follows. 
The height information of a particular point (x, y) is updated according to the 
height of one of its surrounding points with an infestimal distance. The point 
must have a shorter distance from the light source than point (x, y). There 
may be many points in the neighbor of point (x,y). To determine which point 
among them should be chosen, we should calculate the height change from each 
surrounding point to point {x,y). Then the surrounding point with the least 
height change from point (a;, y) is chosen. The height of point (x, ?/)"should then 
be updated according to the point chosen. 
3.1.1 Determine surface height with a minimum downhill 
principle 
SFS techniques determine the height information from the image irradiance. 
The relationship between image irradiance and the surface normal is described 
by the reflectance map, 
¢/ 
R(p,q) = E(x,y) (3.1) 
where p = Zx and q = Zy are partial derivatives of the surface height. Surface 
normal fF = (n1,n2, n3) in terms of p and q is 
ftT = ( -P -Q 1 、 /0 9^  
-WP^ + q^ + 1, v V + q^ + 1' v V + q^ + r 网 
Based on the relationship between image irradiance and the surface normal, 
an iterative scheme is developed for updating the height information. In order 
to update the height of a particular surface point {x,y), let us search around 
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xf.'. dy 
(X，y ) dx 
^ X 
Figure 3.1: Propagate from surrounding point 
the surrounding points on an infinitesimal circle that is ds away from the point 
{x, y). Supposed that a neighboring point of {x, y) is located at position (dx, dy) 
from point {x,y), as is shown in Fig. 3.1. The displacement described in polar 
coordinates is: 
dx = dscos(;6 (3.3) 
dy = ds sin ^ (3.4) 
the slope of height expressed in terms of surface normal is, 
f/ , —� dz ni cos 4> + ri2 sin 6 , � 
8(^,n) = Is= ;^ ( 3 . 5 ) . , 
the height difference between point (x + ds cos ¢, y + ds sin ¢) and point (x, y) is, 
dz = z{x + ds cos (/), y + ds sin ¢) - z(x, y) (3.6) 
=ds 6{x,y,^) (3.7) 
For each point (cos ¢, sin ¢) on the infinitesimal circle, let us choose the slope 
corresponding to the steepest descent in the direction ( - cos^, - sin ¢) towards 
{x,y) and leads away from the light source. This choice will guarantee that 
the final surface fulfills the brightness equation. Different height value will be 
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estimated by updating the height from different direction </> 
z*^^{x, y, 4>) = z\x + ds cos ¢, y + ds sin ¢) 一 ds5{x, y, ¢) (3.8) 
where z* is the depth after t iterations, i^ +^ is the estimated height in t + 1 
iteration. 
Among all possible directions ¢, let us choose the estimated i that brings 
z{x, y) closest to the light source, retaining the previous value if it was closest: 
z^^\x, y) = max(sup^{z^^\x, y, ¢)), z\x, y)) (3.9) 
Note that there are infinite number of possible angles ¢. 
3.1.2 Implementation on a discrete grid 
On a discrete image, the number of maximazation over all possible angles ^ 
should be replaced by finite angles, 
i^TT 
<fe = I , f c e ( o . . . 7 ) (3.10) 
which means that we should search over the 8 neighbor points in order to update 
the height of a point. 
For pixels with low brightness, chances are that S{x, y, ¢) = oo for most 
step directions. In this case, the final solution is impossible. The image should 
first be rotated that one of the discrete directions to allign with the light source 
direction. After the processing, the resulting depth map is rotated back. 
For a distant point light source with incident light in the direction (ii, i2, i3), 
and Lambertian surface, the surface normal can be calculated as 
—his 土 J{l-B?)[R^-il) 
” i ^ 2 _ , 2 _ , 2 (3.11) 
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Figure 3.2: Equal height contour and level set 
and 
- W (3.12) 
Substituting Eq. 3.11 and Eq. 3.12 into Eq. 3.2，we can obtain the surface 
normal. Then the maximizations are taken place over all eight possible angles 
as described in Eq. 3.10. Note that ds for diagonal neighboring points is V5 
pixel. 
3.2 The SFS algorithm proposed by Kimmel 
and Bruckstein 
” 
The shape of a 3D surface can be described by a 2D array Z{x, y) that each 
pixel has a height value. An equal height contour is a 2D curve that points on 
which have an identical height. Determining the location of a new equal height 
contour with height Zt + 8Z in 2D image from an existing equal height contour 
with height Zt can be regarded as propagating the equal height contour on a 2D 
space. 
Kimmel and Bruckstein's SFS algorithm is to reconstruct the 3D surface by 
propagating equal height contour. Given the initial height on a singular point 
(a convex point that has a surface normal in the direction of the light source), 
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equal height contour is propagated using a front propagation method called 
level set method proposed by Osher and Sethian [35]. The level set method 
overcomes numerical problem and some topology problems of evolving front 
automatically. The speed of equal height contour propagation is controlled by 
the image shading. The problem can be divided into 3 parts: 
1. Determine the initial equal height contour. 
2. Obtain relationship between image shading and the propagation speed of 
equal height contour. 
3. Impletement the equal height contour propagation using level set method. 
Let us first briefly review the level set propagation method and how the 
Shape from Shading problem can be formulated as an equal height contour 
propagation problem. We will find that tracking equal height contour in the 2D 
image is similar to evolving a 2D curve in time, so level set method can be used 
for the propagation and take care of the numerical and topology problem of the 
evolving equal height contour automatically. 
3.2.1 Level set propagation 
Level set method [35] tracks an evolving front by embeding the front as a level 
set of an evolving higher dimensional function. For example, if we want to track 
the propagation of a 2D curve C{t), we can define a 3D function 小 as follows, 
(Krc，2/，i = 0) = ± d， (3.13) 
where d is the distance from P(x,y) to C{t = 0)，and the plus (minus) sign is 
chosen if the point P{x,y) is inside (outside) the initial curve C(t = 0). The 
evolving curve C{t) can be tracked as the zero set of the evolving function ¢{1). 
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Figure 3.3: Propagating a circle 
Which means, 
c/>(P(t),t) = 0 (3.14) 
By the chain rule, 
^t + Vc^(P(t),t)-P'(t) = 0 (3.15) 
¢ t ^ F \ \ 6 ¢ \ \ = 0 (3.16) 
This is the evolving equation for ¢. where F is the speed function in the normal 
direction of curve C{t). 
An example of level set propagation is shown in Fig.3.3. A 3D function ¢{0) 
is first constructed according to Eq.3.13 for the initial circle C(0). Then the 
function ^ is updated. The propagating curve C{t) is then the zero set of c|>(t): 
3.2.2 Problem formulation 
Before reconstructing the 3D shape of a surface using a SFS technique, we 
have to study the relationship between image shading and surface normal. The 
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Figure 3.4: Propagation speed 
unit surface normal represented in terms of surface gradient p = dz/dx and 
q = dz/dy is, . 
A = 7 T ^ ^ ( - A l i r (3.17) 
Suppose that the object has a Lambertian surface and is illuminated by 
a parallel light source coming from above, which means that the light source 
A 
direction is 1 = (0，0，1). The image shading is then determined by a reflectance 
map, 
E{x,y) = R(p^q) = ^ ^ = ^ = ^ (3.18) 
•• 
Define dz as the height climb while propagating distance D in the normal di-
rection of the contour in the 2D plane, as shown in Fig. 3.4. The relation of D 
and dz is, 
Z) = cL2Cot;a (3.19) 
where a is the angle between the surface normal N and the light source direction 
1. Because 
- = ^ " A = i + ; 2 + g 2 ( 3 . 2 0 ) 
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the displacement D in 2D plane can be represented as, 
1 E 
D = dz cot a = dz = dz . (3.21) 
V p T ^ y i E^ � ‘ 
Define that t 三 z, 
• ’ " M ) H i ? ^ a ) (3.22) 
then F can be regarded as the speed in the direction of normal of the equal 
height contour. The equal height propagation problem can be refered as curve 
evolving problem in time. 
3.2.3 Equal height contour propagation using level set 
method 
The level set method is to embed an evolving front as the zero set of a higher 
dimension function. Since equal height contour propagation can be regarded 
as 2D curve propagation in time, we can always construct a 3D function that 
embeds the evolving equal height contour as its zero set. The function 0 should 
t/ 
be updated iteratively accooding to, 
^t + V(/). Ct{t) = 0 (3.23) 
where the propagating speed in the normal direction of the equal height contour 
is given as, . 
^=^-m\ (3.24). 
Eq.3.23 is modified to be, 
4>t - G\\V4>\\ = 0 (3.25) 
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or explicitly, 
<h = v i + � + Z ( T ’ 2/)V^(l + ^ + ^ l + p 2 ) - 0 4 2 p g (3.26) 
A simple forward approxiamtion is taken for partial derivative of function • 
in time, 
0n+l _ MTX 
<i>t\t=n5t « ——^—— （3.27) 
For spatial derivatives of function ¢, a first order scheme is employed 
4>llx=iSx,y=i6y ~ m a x [ D l ^ i , j , - D ^ _ ^ i j , 0)^ (3.28) 
Mx=iSx,y=i5y ~ m i n m o d { D ^ ^ i j , D l ^ i j ) (3.29) 
where 
D l ^ i , j = 对 ~ J ' - ' (3.30) 
D l ^ i J = ^ ! ± l f ^ (3.31) 
uX “ 
and the same for the y derivatives, 
f 
. sign{a)min{\a\, |6|) ifab > 0 




Two Shape from Shading algorithms are briefly reviewed in this chapter. One 
was proposed by Bichsel and Pentland [3], the other was proposed by Kimmel 
and Brustrein [21]. These two SFS algorithms assume a Lambertian surface and 
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parallel light source (or point light source distant from the object surface). And 
it is not so practical because of these assumptions. But our goal in this thesis—to 
make practical applications of SFS, are based on these two algorithms. Details 




Multiple extended light source 
models for SFS 
A parallel light or a point light distant from the object surface is an ideal light 
source model for Shape from Shading problem. Illuminated by a parallel light 
source, the incident light direction for every surface point keeps constant. This 
greatly simplifies the SFS problem because incident light direction is one of the 
most important factors determining image shading. But this kind of light source “ 
is not practical because it requires a very restrictly controlled environment. An 
extended light source model is more common in real environments such as in 
offices or factories. 
New light source models have been developed by researchers in the past-
Langer and Zucker [23] used a uniform hemisphere source to model the lighting 
of a cloudy day. It is a good progress for impletementing SFS technique in an . 
outdoor environment. But the changing weather may be a limitation of this light 
model. Ikeuchi [17] proposed a proximal source and a linear source and used it 
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in photometric stereo vision. More recently, Langer and Zuker [24] proposed a 
four-dimensional light source hypercube in which different types of source may 
be embeded and compared. 
In order to implement the Shape from Shading technique in practical en-
vironments, Tian and Tsui proposed two extended light source models which 
are spherical and rectangular in shape [43’ 42]. Spherical and rectangular light 
source are popular in indoor environments. Simulations and experiments show 
that the extended light source models are robust and can be used to describe the 
pratical lighting conditions in offices or factories. Inspired by their light models, 
a cylindrical light source is developed in this thesis. Based on the well-known 
fact that Lambertian surface can sum up the incident light and diffuse to all 
directions evenly, extended light source can be regarded as a collection of mul-
tiple point light sources. Integrating up the point light sources, we can derive 
a reflectance map for the extended light. This is a significant step towards the 
application of SFS in real environments other than restrictly controlled labor-
taries. 
Furthermore, we observed that there are usually more than one extended “ 
light source in an office or a factory. As far as we know, there is no method in 
the literature that can do the 3D reconstruction by SFS under multiple extended 
light sources. Thanks to the diffuse reflection property of Lambertian surface, 
we found that the extended light source models can be combined together ami 
a novel SFS algorithm is developed for this kind of combined light sources. 
The rest of this chapter is arranged as follows, three different kind of extended ' 
light source models are derived in section 1, followed by the multiple extended 
light source model for SFS, described in section 2. Finally are the simultations 
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and real experiment results and summary. 
4.1 Three extended light source models for SFS 
Three assumptions were made when developing our extended light source mod-
els: 
1. The object surface is of Lambertian. 
2. The size of the object is small compared with the distance from the light 
source to the object. 
3. The extended light source has a uniform intensity on its surface. 
The location and size of extended light source is assumed to be known. For 
example, we should know the position of the centre and the radius before we 
build a spherical extended light source. This is reasonable because it is easy to 
measure the position and size of an extended light source beforehand. 
Each point on the surface of the extended light source is regarded as a point 
light source. To build an extended light source is actually to integrate up the 
point light sources on the surface of the extended light, then derive the relation- •‘ 
ship between object surface normal and the image irradiance (image grayscale), 
which is called Reflectance Map [19]. Once the reflectance map is obtained, tra-
ditional SFS algorithms can be used to reconstruct the 3D shape of the object 
surface. 
4.1.1 Rectangular light source model 
Radiance of a Rectangular Light Source 
As mentioned before, an extended light source can be regarded as a collection of 
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point light sources on the surface of it. First, let's examine the image irradiance 
of a surface point with a local surface n(0„, 0„) illuminated by a single point 
of the light source. Supposed that the rectangular light source has a uniform 
radiance E, as shown in Fig4.1. The coordinate system used here is a Camera-
object coordinate system, with object at the origin and the camera at Z-axis 
and pointing at the origin. An arbitrary point P(x, y, z) on the rectangular light 
source has a radiance in the direction of the object as [4], 
L{e) = Ecos6 = Ecosp (4.1) 
where /? is the angle between the direction P0 and the direction -Z, and 
z 
cos 9 = cos /3 = — (4.2) 
and D = V '^^  + y^ + z^ is the distance between point P and the object. 
z 
camera I J extended light source 
C | ( x , , : 3 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ C 3 < X 2 . , . z > 
D ^ ^ ^ z > « 
， 臺 二 . 
^ . ^ ^ ^ object 
Figure 4.1: Geometry of rectangular light source in 3D coordinate system. 
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Illuminated by a point on the extended light source 
If a point on the object surface with surface normal n(0„, ¢^) is illuminated by 
the "point light source" P{x,y,z), its brightness on the image will be, 
‘ m ^ M . M < 90° 
B — D (4.3) 
0, otherwise 
where AO is the angle between the vector op and n, and 
cos AO = sin 0 cos (p sin 0„ cos (pn + sin 0 sin <p sin On sin (/?„ + cos 0 cos 0„， (4.4) 
^/a;2 ly2 
where s in^ = ^ ^ ^ ~ , c o s 0 =長，sino? = , ^ and cos(p = , ^ 
^ ^ ^ V x 2 + y 2 ^ V ^ ^ 
Surface brightness illuminated by a rectangular light source 
The brightness illuminated by a rectangular can be obtained by integrating up 
the brightness illuminated by all points on the light source, 
B' = r�Bd_=�广州丨二㈡么�工办 
Jxi Jyi Jx\ Jyi D 
/•®2 fV2 Ez COS A9 , , 
= / / ^"jF^^dxdy 
Jxi Jyi D^ „ 
广2 rV2 1 
=Ez / / — [sin 9 cos (p sin 6n cos (pn 
Jxi Jyi U^ 
+ sin6 sin <p sin 0„ sin (pn + cos 6 cos $n]dxdy 
fX2 rv2 sin B cos p^ sin 0^ cos <Pn , , 
= 气 L D^ 办办 
广2 rv2 sin9 sin tp sin 9^ sin (/?„ ^ ] ^ 广2 rv2 cos0cos^„ , , 
+ 气 L ^ dxdy^Ezl^ L ~~^^—' 
= ^ ^ : 7 : - ¾ - " - " 
+ ^ j 2 , : “ s i n y n � _ 
+ - f i : ^ - ^ 42 
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= E * e n C o s d : : (一 + ; + 外 _ 
r®2 rV2 y 
+ Ezsin9^nl^ 人(工2 + � 2 严 
9 fX2 rV2 1 
+ Ez cos&t L ( � + , 2严 
. = E z sin 9n cos (pn[partl] + Ez sin 没„ sin (pn]part2] + Ez^ cos ^„[part3][4.5) 
The above equation can be rewritten as, 
B' = A sin On cos (pn + B sin 0„ sin (pn + C cos ^ „, (4.6) 
where A, B, C are constants for a fixed rectangular light source. 
A = 叫 _ ^ ^ + ^ ^ } ， 
2^x1 + z 2 2^x1 + ^2 
B = 叫 ^ ^ + 4 ^ } ’ 
2 y ^ + ^2 2^yi + ^2 
C = ^ry2{S3-64) ^ yi{6i -62) 
)— 2^ F^+7 ^ T 7 
+ a^2(73-72) + a:1(71-74). 
2怕 + 一 2sJxl + 一 • 
(4 .7 ) . , 
please see Appendix for detailed derivation process. 
The above equations describe the relationship between the surface normal 
and the image irradiance illuminated by a rectangular light source. This rela-
tionship is necessary for SFS algorithm. . 
4.1.2 Spherical light source model 
Illuminated by a point on a spherical light source 
An ideal spherical light source has an identical light radiance on each point 
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on its surface and the direction of the radiance is perpendicular to the surface 
and pointing outward. As shown in Fig4.2, we first describe the geometry in a 
source-object coordinate system (with the object located at the origin, the light 
source center at Z-axiz and pointing towords the origin), obtain the relation-
ship between object surface normal and image irradiance illuminated by such 
a spherical light source. Then a coordinate system transform is performed to 
describe the relationship in a more popular camera-object coordinate system. 
z 
extended light source 
1 ^ 2 ¾ ^era(e^q)E) 
〒赞(_ ^^ \^^) 
^ ^ ^ - % 1 - ' ' ' ^ "X 
Figure 4.2: Geometry of the source-object coordinate system. “ 
The camera is pointing in the direction of (¾, (p )^. 6 is the polar angle 
and (f is the azimuth angle where the superscript s mean in the source-object 
coordinate system. The spherical light source is formed by a lampshade enclosing 
a point light source. Let r be the radius of the spherical light source, H be the 
distance between the object and the center of the spherical light source, and 
a = sm~^(r/H) be the interval angle for the area of the spherical light source 
which illuminates the object (Fig4.2). We assume the radiance intensity of the 
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point light source is /o, and the irradiance of a point of the surface of the spherical 
light source is E = (p/o)/—，where p is the translucent parameter, and r is the 
radius of the spherical light source. The radiance of one point p{9, (p) on the 
surface of the spherical light source in the object direction is: 
r/m ^ , pIoVr^-HHm'e , \ 
L{d) = Ecosp = ^ — — . (4.8) 
A surface point with normal n(0^,(p^) illuminated by a point p{9, ^p) will 
have a brightness as, 
‘ m ^ M A6> < 90� 
B=\ ^ (4.9) 
0， otherwise 
\ 
where D = HcosO - y/r^ — IP sin^ 6 is the distance between the object and 
the source point p{0, (p), A9 is the angle between the vector op and the surface 
normal n, and 
cos A6 = sin 6 cos tp sin ^ cos v?® + sin 9 sin (p sin G�sin (/?^  + cos 6 cos 0^. (4.10) 
Image brightness illuminated by a spherical light source 
The brightness of the object surface can be determined by integrating the light ,, 
energy reflected from all points on the extended source. For the spherical light 
source, we have: 
B' = r 广 召 編 ^ 厂 r _ : M 
Jo Jo Jo Jo D^ 
r pIoVr'-H^sm'e , , f^- . . . • 
= / , - _ d6 / cos A9d(p 
Jo r^{Hcos9- y/r^-H^ sin'Oy 九 
=A:cos6>;, (4.11) 
where 
_ npIo{2HV7T + Hr�+ {AHr^ - 2Hh - ^r)y/H^ - r^ + {2H^ - AH^)a} 
= 4H¥(H2 — f2)2 • 
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Rotating the Source-Object Coordinate to the Camera-Object Co-
ordinate 
In our approaches of recovering surface shape, we must transfer Equation 
(4.11) from the source-object coordinate system to the camera-object coordinate 
system. In the camera-object coordinate system, the surface normal of the 
same point n(%,<p&) in the source-object coordinate system will be presented 
as n(^„, (pn). The relationship between the two coordinate systems is: 
X^ 1 \ X^ 
Y' = Q Y^ (4.12) 
Z' \ [ Z� 
where Q is the rotation matrix, [X^,y^, Z^] and [X^, y^, Z^] are the coordinates 
in the source-object coordinate system and the camera-object coordinate system 
respectively. Since matrix multiplications are not commutable, the order or 
sequence of performing rotations is important. In this case, the resultant or 
composite rotation matrix may be obtained from the following simple rules: (1) 
Rotate the source-object coordinate system an u angle about the OXg axis at 
“ 
the first, and then rotate the source-object coordinate system a v angle about 
the OYs axis, where the angle u is the angle between the component of the 
camera direction vector in YgZg plane and the OZg axis, and the angle v is the 
angle between the camera direction vector and its component in the plane YgZs. 
(2) The angle is positive if the rotation is clockwise. Otherwise the angle -is 
negative. Therefore, 
cos V 0 sin V 
Q = sin u sin v cosu — sin u cos v • (4.13) 
—cos u sin V sin u cos u cos v 
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The relationship between the surface normal n(X®, Y^, Z^) in the source-
object coordinate system and the surface normal n(X^, y^, Z^) in the camera-
object coordinate system is: 
Z^ = -X^ cos u sin v + Y^ sin u + Z^ cos u cos v, (4.14) 
cos 0^ = sin u sin 0„ sin (/?„ — cos u sin v sin 0„ cos </?„ + cos u cos v cos 6„ 
( sin $1 sin (p^  \ . . . 
= = 丨 . = S i n (^ n Sin ipn 
^^l-sin2^cos2 ipl^ 
( s i n ei cos ei cos (p^  \ . . , 似 _ - , Sin 9n c o s (pn + COS 6^ COS 6n \y^l_sin2 ^cos2 ip'J 
= A sin On sin (pn + B sin 0„ cos (pn + C cos 9n (4.15) 
Since 9 ,^ (p^  are fixed because the light location is fixed, A, B, C are constant 
for a given light source. The brightness of the object point with surface normal 
when the light source in position i is: 
B[ = kcos9'^i. (4.16) 
•I 
where 9n and ipn are the surface normal in the camera-object coordinate system. 
For a Lambertian surface, the brightness is equal in every direction. Consid-
ering the orthography projection camera model, the intensity of the point P' on 
the image which corresponding to the object can be determined by: 
I'i = Skcos9'^i ‘ 
=Sk{A sin 6n cos (pn + B sin 0„ sin (pn + C cos 0„). (4.17) 
where S is an constant for the orthography projection camera model. 
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4.1.3 Cylindrical light source model 
Radiance of a Cylindrical Light Source 
Let's suppose that the radiance of each point on the cylindrical light source is 
E, The direction is outward of the light source and perpendicular to the surface 
at that point. The geometry of the light source is shown in Fig. 4.3. The object 
is located at the origin of the coordinate system, and the optical axis of the 
camera is at the z-axis. The surface normal of one point on the object can be 
represented by a normal vector n(n^, Uy, n^). In this case, the cylindrical light 
is parallel to the y-axis and perpendicular to the z-axis at the same time. So 
if we know the coordinates of the center points on the two ends of the cylinder 
and the radius of it, the cylindrical light source is at a fixed position. Assume 
that the radius of the light source is r, the coordinates of the two points are 
(3^ 0’ 2/1, zo) and (a:�’ V2, ^o) respectively. For an arbitrary point of the light source 
P(x, y, z), its radiance in the direction of the object is L{6) = Ecosj3, where E 
—» 
is the radiance of the light source and P is the angle between the direction of R 
and the position vector dp. From Fig4.2, we can see that: 
“ 
R(vx Ty Tz) = (sina 0 cosa) (4.18) 
and 
cos /? = -{x y z) • (sin a 0 cosa) = ^ ( x s i n a + 2 cos a) (4.19) 
where D = y/x^ + y^ + z^ is the distance between the origin and the point P. 
Therefore, 
L{0) = Ecosp 
E 
= - ( x s i n a + 2c0sa) (4.20) 
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"~ ^<<;^^^x,yiz) 
u m I 
： / R ( ^ x . r y r ^ ) kt 
# ^ ^x 
Figure 4.3: Geometry of cylindrical light source in 3D coordinate system. 
Surface Brightness Illuminated by One Point of the Cylindrical 
Light Source The brightness of the object surface with a normal H(jix, ^y, Tiz) 
illuminated by one point P{x, y, z) of the light source is: 
f ^ ^ ^ ^， 0 < 90� 召=<^ D (4.21) 
0， otherwise 
\ 
where 0 is the angle between the vector dp and n, and “ 
n [x y A 
cos d = ~"— [rix riy riz 
=^(x • n^ + y • 7iy + 2 • n^) (4.22) 
Prom Fig.4.3, we can see that for simplicity, we can use the vector op' to ap-
proximate the vector dp while the error is very small because the radius of the 
cylindrical light source is usually small with respect to the distance to the ob-
ject. So the vector dp can be described as: x = a:o and 2 = zo, and y varies from 
2/1 to y2. 
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z 二 
M " p ^ 
產 , ' e 
0 “ X 0, 
Figure 4.4: A cross-section of cylindrical light source in 3D coordinate system. 
Surface Brightness Illuminated by the Cylindrical Light Source 
A cross-section of the cylindrical light source is shown in Fig4.4. We enlarge 
the light source to make it clear and easy to be described. Note that the real 
cylindrical light source is smaller than is shown in Fig4.4. Suppose that all 
source points on the circle have the same y-coordinate: y'. The circle can be 
seen as the intersection line of the cylindrical light source and a plane y = y', 
and 0' is the point where the y axis and the plane intersect. From Fig4.4 we “ 
can see that the object can only be illuminated by the source points from Pi 
— 
to P2, anti-clockwisely. Vector OPi is perpendicular to the radiance vector r^, 
vector OP2 is perpenticular to the radiance vector r^. To get the brightness of 
the object illuminated by this piece of light source, we may integrate the light 
source points along the circle, anti-clockwisely from Pi to P2, or in other terms, 
from angle ai to a2. 
Since the radiance vector f[ is perpendicular to y-axis and the vector 0 ¾ , 
— — 
it is necessarily penperdicular to vector 0 'Pi , For the vector 0'Pi lies in the 
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— 
plane of vector OPi and y-axis. Let D' be the distance between point 0' and 
the center point C of the light source, from Fig4.4 we can see that: 
之0 y^  
ai = 7T + arctan arccos — (4.23) 
xo D 
么0 丫 
a2 = 7T + arctan h arccos — (4.24) 
Xo D 
Just like the rectangular light source, we integrate the brightness illuminated 
by each point on the cylindrical light source to get the total brightness by the 
light source. First, we integrate along the curve where all points have the same 
y coordinate, see Fig4.4 and then we integrate along the y direction from yi to 
2/2. 
ry2 roi-2. 
B' = / / Bdady 
Jyi Jai 
厂2 ra2 L iO) COS 6 , , 
= L L ^ ^ 崎 
rV2 rot2 E 1 1 
= / / - ( x o s i n a + z o c o s a ) - { x o - n ^ ^ y - n y + z o - r i : , ) - d a d y 
Jyi Jai U JJ JJ 
rV2 1 roc2 
=E J - ( a ; o • ^x + y • ^y + zo ‘ nz)dy J (a;o s i n a + Zocosa)da “ 
rV2 1 
= k E j^ - ( a ; o • n^ + y ‘ riy + zo • n , ) d y 
=kE[a . r ^ + b . Uy + c • 7½) (4.25) 
Where 
fOt2 
k = / {xo sin a + zo cos a)da 
Jai 
f7T+arctan ^ + a r c c o s ^ 
= / ^ ° (xo sin a + z�cos a)da 
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and 
/^ ^0 , a = 4 w4dy 
-r ^ dv 
— L { x l ^ f ^ z l Y ^ y 
• y 1 y ]y=y2 
—^'[2{xl + o^')(^ o + y2 + z^o) 2{yJxl + z^y arc ^^ y^[7^Jy=y, 
xo ( V2 -yi , 1 ^ 2/2 - yi \ ,, ^_. = ~ ~ , —)——;^ ——^ + , arctan . (4.27) 




- r y dv 
一 L (站 + 2/2 + 功)2“" 
• 1 ] y=V2 
— A { x l i - y ^ ^ z ^ ) l y = y , 
= i ( - ^ J ^ - ^ J ^ ) (4.28) 
4\xl + yl + z^o o^ + 2/i+^V 
and 
广2之0 , 
^ = L ；^办 
= r ^5 dv 
一 Jy. {xl + f + zlY y ” 
二 ^ r y_ I 1 a r c t a n ^ 广 
—卻[2{xl + zl){xl + 2/2 + 4) 2{,/4T4y arc ^^ y/^g + ^ y i 
= 广 ( / 2 - " 1 + ^ = arctan ^ ^ ] (4.29) 
2[^xl^-zl)Vl + y'^4 ^x1 + zl ^xl + zl) 
Considering the orthography projection camera model, the intensity of the 
point P' on the image which corresponding to the object can be determined by: 
I' = S{A sin 9n cos ^Pn + B sin 6^ sin v?„ + C cos 6^). (4.30) 
where S is an constant for the orthography projection camera model, and 
{rix, riy, n � ) = (sin0„cos(/?„, sin 0„ sin ipn, cos 0„). 
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4.2 SFS for an extended light source 
We have developed three different kind of extended light sources and derive 
the reflectance map for each one of them. The relationship between the image 
brightness and the surface normal has a similar form 
I = A sin 6n cos (/?„ + B sin 9n sin (pn + C cos 0„, (4.31) 
where A, B, C are constants for a given extended light source. 
Prom the above equation we can see that, an extended light source can 
be regarded as an equivalent parallel light source with an incident direction 
{A, B, C). The 3D shape of the object can then be reconstructed by Bischel and 
Pentland's SFS algorithm which was designed for parallel light source. Details 
are covered in Chapter 3. Simulations and experiments results for the above 
three kind of extended light sources are shown in Section 4.4. 
4.3 Multiple extended light source model 
“ 
The extended light source is built based on an assumption that the object surface 
is Lambertian-the incident light energy is sumed up and reflected evenly to all 
directions in a hemisphere. Multiple light sources can also be integrated and be 
replaced by its equivalent parallel light source, just like a single extended light 
source. * 
If a surface point with normal n(0„, 0„) is illuminated by a rectangular light 
source, a spherical light source and a cylindrical light source at the same time. 
Supposed that the relationship between image brightness and the surface normal 
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for each one of the above extended light sources is 
Ir = Ar sin $n COS (/?„ + Br sin On sin (fn + Cr COS 6n (4.32) 
Is = As sin 9n cos ipn + Bs sin $n sin (pn + Cs COS 6n (4.33) 
Ic = Ac sin On cos ifn + Bc sin 6n sin v?„ + Cc cos ^ „ (4.34) 
where 1『山山 stands for the brightness contributed by rectangular, spherical 
and cylindrical light source respectively. The surface point illuminated by all of 
the three light sources has a brightness by superimpose of the three brightnesses 
as, 
I = Ir + / . + Ic (4.35) 
={Ar + As + Ac) sin 6n cos v?„ + (Br + Bs + Bc) sin 0„ sin y?„ 
+ {Cr + Cs + Cc)cOSen 
= A * sin $n cos ipn + B* sin 0„ sin ipn + C* cos 0„ 
We can see from the equations above that multiple extended light sources can 
also be regarded as an equivalent parallel light source. Bischel and Pentland's 
SFS algorithm for parallel light source can be used again for shape reconstruc-
tion. Note that different combinations of extended light sources are similar in 
derivation of the reflectance map. Simulations and experiments for multiple 
extended light sources are shown in next section. 
4.4 Simulation and experiment result 
The extended light source models and multiple light source model are verified by 
a number of simulations and real experiments. First we used only an extended 
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light source to test the extended light source seperately. After that, different 
combinations of different kinds of extended light source models are used together 
to verified the multiple light source model. 
Synthetic image results 
We used a software package called Ray-tracing to generate images of some 
objects under some light source models in the simulations. The camera model 
used is an orthographic model. A cylinder, a frustum of a cone and a sphere are 
used as the testing objects. Their surfaces are Lambertian. Grayscale images of 
these objects are taken illuminated by a rectangular, a spherical and a cylindrical 
light source respectively. The results are shown in figures from Fig4.7 to Fig4.9. 
The setting of the system is defined as follows, The objects are located at the 
origin of the coordinate system. The camera is at (0,0，8) and looking at point 
(0,0,0). The extended light source models center at (0,0,20). 
Real image results 
In real experiments, we used a CCD camera to take images. A mouse, a bowl, 
a face and a nose of a model were used in the real experiments as testing objects 
and their 3D shapes were reconstructed from the images using the proposed “ 
SFS technique. The images and the results are shown in figures from Fig 4.10 
to Fig4.21. 
4.5 Error Analysis 
In this section, we do some error analyses for SFS under the different light source 
models by using the synthetic images for which the true depth maps are available. 
The raytracing technique is used to generate the synthetic images under point, 
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sphere, rectangle, cylinder and combined light source model respectively. 
4.5.1 Descriptions of the error 
In this paper, we use the relative depth error, mean and standard deviation 
of depth error to describe the error behavior. The calculated depth from SFS 
under different light source was first normalized according to the true depth. 
• Relative depth error 
The relative depth error is computed using the following formula pixel by 
pixel: 
true depth — estimated depth\ ^ ^^^^ 
true depth 
• Mean and standard deviation of depth error 
The mean and standard deviation of depth error can be calculated by the 
following formulas: 
1 N 1 N 
Ms = — ^ Ei = — ^ \true depth — estimated depth\i, 
N i N i ,, 
and  
1 N 
GE = A — ^(true depth — estimated depth)^, 
\ N i 
where N is the number of the pixels. 
4.5.2 Errors for different light models 
Fig. 4.5 shows the relative depth error for different light source model. The 
light source direction is (0, 0，20). In Fig. 4.6，the light source direction is (5， 
5，20). Prom Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6, we see that the relative depth error of the 
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pixels around the boundary are larger. Table 4.1 give us the mean and standard 
deviation of depth error for different light models. The depth errors for different 
light source models are very close. 
Table 4.1: Error analyses for different light source models 
Light Light source models 
source point Sphere Rectangle Cylinder 
direction (M^, as) (M^, aE) ( ½ ^ (^ E) (Mg, as) 
(0, 0，20)" (3.12，2.10厂（3.01，1.94) (2.85’ 1.90) (2.85，1.8^ 
(1, 1，20) (2.94, 1.85) “ (2.87, 1.82) (3.78, 2.34) (2.88, 1.87) 
(5, 5，20) (4.58，2.53)) (4.48: 2.52) (8.41’ 6.02) (4.13，2.6^ 
10� , 0 � 'Ov '5s 
: ^ ^ ^ “ ‘k^^- : ^ ^ ^ - : ^ ^ ^ -
0 ^ c 0 0 0 ® 0 
(a) point light (b) spherical light (c) Rectangular light (d) 
Cylindrical light .‘ 
Figure 4.5: Relative depth error for different light source model, light source 
direction is (0,0,20). 
4.6 Summary 
We proposed extended light source of three different shapes: rectangular, spheri-
cal and cylindrical. Reflectance maps for these extended light sources are derived 
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： 丨 ^ ^ 參 - 丄 參 ？ 丨 參 、 
(a) point light (b) spherical light (c) Rectangular light (d) 
Cylindrical light 
Figure 4.6: Relative depth error for different light source model, light source 
direction is (5,5,20). 
to describe the relationships between image brightness and surface normal. Bis-
chel and Pentland's SFS algorithm is used to reconstruct the 3D depth map from 
the grayscale images. It is a significant step of SFS towards application in an 
uncontrolled environment. In the real experiments, results were slightly affected 
by noise, non-linearity of CCD camera and non-ideal light source. The specular 
reflections on the object surface is the main factor of errors in real experiments. 
“ 
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D 書 -
^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ HIHHHHB 0 0 
(a)Synthetic Image (b) units are in pixels 
o : 藝 -
|^HIHHIHHHBiHH^ I^ Hi  ° � 
(c)Synthetic Image (d) units are in pixels 
• • 1 
(e)Synthetic Image (f) units are in pixels 
Figure 4.7: SFS of 3 objects under a rectangular light source (Simulation) (a) 
Image of a cylinder, (b) Recovered depth of the cylinder in (a) by SFS. (c) 
Image of the frustum of a cone, (d) Recovered depth of the frustum of a cone 
in (c) by SFS. (e) Image of a sphere, (f) Recovered depth of the sphere in (e) 
by SFS. 
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D • • 
(a)Synthetic Image (b) units are in pixels 
n : _ -
0 0 
(c)Synthetic Image (d) units are in pixels 
o '^^-'. 
HHIHHHHHI^ ^^ ^^ ^^ I^ �� 
(e)Synthetic Image (f) units are in pixels 
Figure 4.8: SFS of 3 objects under a spherical light source (Simulation) (a) 
Image of a cylinder, (b) Recovered depth of the cylinder in (a) by SFS. (c) 
Image of the frustum of a cone, (d) Recovered depth of the frustum of a cone 
in (c) by SFS. (e) Image of a sphere, (f) Recovered depth of the sphere in (e) 
by SFS. 
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Q : • 
1^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^1 0 0 
(a)Synthetic Image (b) units are in pixels 
0 " ^ -
(c)Synthetic Image (d) units are in pixels 
圆 - i ^ - . . 
HBHHHHiHHIiHiHHHII^H �� 
(e)Synthetic Image (f) units are in pixels 
Figure 4.9: SFS of 3 objects under a cylindrical light source (Simulation) (a) 
Image of a cylinder, (b) Recovered depth of the cylinder in (a) by SFS. (c) 
Image of the frustum of a cone, (d) Recovered depth of the frustum of a cone 
in (c) by SFS. (e) Image of a sphere, (f) Recovered depth of the sphere in (e) 
by SFS. 
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hQ 
*TJ^  I 
i y 
^,---^5bjec^^'^ X 
Figure 4.10: The diagram of the setup of a spherical light in a real 
experiment . 
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H|^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H 
E B :^ ~^ 
I^^^HH^HI^^IH^^HI 
(a) Real Image (b) units are in pixels 
^ ^ H 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ | ^^^^^ 
^^J '^ ^^  
(c) Real Image (d) units are in pixels 
Figure 4.11: SFS of objects under a spherical light sources as shown in Fig 4.10 
in real experiments, (a) Image of a mouse, (b) Recovered depth of the mouse 
in (a), (c) Image of a bowl, (d) Recovered depth of the bowl in (c). 
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國 > — J B 
1 ^ 1 ^ ^ ' 
HHH^ HHHiH^ ^^ fl^ HIIHIIIHI 彻 ° 
(a) Real Image (b) units are in pixels 
^ w y , • 
編 參 . 
(c) Real Image (d) units are in pixels 
Figure 4.12: SFS of objects under a spherical light sources as shown in Fig 4.10 
in real experiments, (a) Image of a face, (b) Recovered depth of the face in \a). 
(c) Image of a nose, (d) Recovered depth of the nose in (c). 
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^ 
4 r' I 
>^h::^^^^ -
object ‘ 
Figure 4.13: The diagram of the setup of a cylindrical light in a 
real experiment . 
^ 3 � ^ ^ -
(a) Real Image (b) units are in pixels 
D . : 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ -
|^ |^ HHHi^ ^^ ^^ HIHHHIiHHBI 彻 
(c) Real Image (d) units are in pixels 
Figure 4.14: SFS of objects under a cylindrical light source as shown in Fig 4.13 
in a real experiment, (a) Image of a mouse, (b) Recovered depth of the mouse 
in (a), (c) Image of a bowl, (d) Recovered depth of the bowl in (c). 
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• ： ； 等 -
(a) Real Image (b) units are in pixels 
^^^^^^ ,.肩 
邏 � ^ ^ 
(c) Real Image (d) units are in pixels 
Figure 4.15: SFS of objects under a cylindrical light sources as shown in Fig 4.13 
in real experiments, (a) Image of a face, (b) Recovered depth of the face in \a). 
(c) Image of a nose, (d) Recovered depth of the nose in (c). 
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Light 丨 』1^  Lighi 2 
<丽'之顯"canu=ra 一之 .< 
< : : ^ " ^ ^ 
Umh^ r.yminl) (xminI,ymin2) 
" ^ “ ^ : ; # ^ x 
^ ^ ()bjccl 
Figure 4.16: The diagram of the light sources 1 and 2 in real ex-
periments. 
^^j : ^ ^ � 
(a) Real Image (b) units are in pixels 
^ 9 :^ -^
^^ ^^ ^^ IH^ HHHIHllHHHHHH ° � 
(c) Real Image (d) units are in pixels 
Figure 4.17: SFS of 2 real objects under 2 rectangular light sources as shown in 
Fig 4.16 in real experiments (a) Image of a mouse, (b) Recovered depth of the 
mouse in (a), (c) Image of a bowl, (d) Recovered depth of the bowl in (c). 
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(a) Real Image (b) units are in pixels 
" ^ ^ ^ ^^ , , 眷 
J |^^^-, 
fiPF^Ai^^^^^tef. Ill iii>ift flflB^^BBMB 250 0 
(c) Real Image (d) units are in pixels 
Figure 4.18: SFS of objects under two rectangular light sources as shown in 
Fig 4.16 in real experiments, (a) Image of a face, (b) Recovered depth of'the 
face in (a), (c) Image of a nose, (d) Recovered depth of the nose in (c). 
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Figure 4.19: Experiment Setup of Mixed Light Sources. 
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(c) Real Image (d) units are in pixels 
Figure 4.20: Shape recovery under the mixture lights(real experiments). 
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圖等 
(a) Real Image (b) units are in pixels 
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(c) Real Image (d) units are in pixels 
Figure 4.21: SFS of objects under mixed light sources as shown in Fig 4.19 in 
real experiments, (a) Image of a face, (b) Recovered depth of the face in (a), 
(c) Image of a nose, (d) Recovered depth of the nose in (c). 
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Chapter 5 
Global SFS for an endoscope 
image 
Okatani and Deguchi[30] proposed a local Shape from Shading (SFS) method for 
endoscope images by assuming the point light, which is close to the projection 
center, to be at the projection center. We extended and modified their method 
and devised a global SFS algorithm for the reconstruction of the complex shape 
of an internal organ. Since the surface of an organ is not Lambertian in general,“ 
we obtained the bi-directional reflection distribution function (BRDF) curve by 
calibration using a robot arm to achieve accurate endoscope orientation and po-
sitioning. Inspired by the idea ofKimmel and Bruckstein[20], global SFS method 
is based on the identification of singular points on the distance map, which each 
has the surface normal pointing towards the light source. Equal distance con-
tours are propagated from each singular point using a level set method to get a 
local distance map of the surface. This is repeated for all singular points. After 
that, a set of local distance maps are selected to be merged together to construct 
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a global distance map using a new scheme. The shape of the object can then be 
obtained from the global distance map. Simulated and real experiments were 
performed to verify the algorithm. Experimental result of global SFS from a 
single real endoscope image of a human lung is quite good. 
5.1 Introduction 
Shape from Shading (SFS) is a very useful technique for reconstructing 3D shape 
of an object from its single 2D grayscale image. When it was first introduced 
to the computer graphic community by Horn[13], some assumptions were made 
to simplify the analysis. For example, the light source is supposed to be a 
single point light located at a great distance from the surface. The surface is 
of Lambertian, which means that the incident light is reflected evenly to all 
directions in a hemisphere by a Lambertian surface. The intensity of the surface 
in the image depends on the angle between local surface normal and the light 
source direction. Besides, this method suffers from the problem of topological 
ambiguities, which is known to be the problem of global shape from shading.., 
We must solve this problem in order to get a correct global surface. These 
assumptions more or less limit the practical applications of Shape-from-Shading 
technique. 
Many developments have been made to release these limitations. More ac-
curate and complicated surface models are proposed to solve the problem of 
non-Lambertian surface. Torrance and Sparrow[47] proposed a theoretic re-
flectance model that takes specular reflection as well as diffuse reflection into 
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consideration. Cook[7] extended the model by including ambient light and spec-
tral dependencies. Bidirectional Reflection Distribution Function ( or BRDF for 
short ) is another model that can be used to describe conveniently the surface 
reflection by natural materials [16，14, 28，29 . 
It is very useful for morphological analysis of tumors on human inner organs 
i f the global 3D shape can be reconstructed from endoscope image by SFS. How-
ever, the surface of human organ can not be regarded as Lambertian. Okatani 
and Deguchi[30] used BRDF to describe the reflectance property and tackle this 
problem. They extended Kimmel and Bruckstein's SFS algorithm[22, 21] and 
introduced a notation of equal distance contour, to recover the 3D shape by 
propagating the contour using a Level Set method[35]. Their algorithm also 
tackled the problem of a near light source quite well. But the algorithm can 
not reconstruct the shape if it has several hills and valleys. It is very important 
and significant to have a global SFS algorithm for endoscope image because the 
surface of human inner organ is often complicated in shape. 
Bricault et aJ.[5] proposed a model-based SFS algorithm for transbronchial 
biopsy. Their algorithm can reconstruct global 3D surface. But pre-operative" 
CT scan data are required as the model for 3D reconstruction. Global SFS 
problem has also been studied by J.Oliensis and P.Dupuis[33, 34] and Kimmel 
20]. Oliensis's algorithm is based on establishing the equivalence of shape from 
shading to a calculus of variations/optimal control problem. Kimmel's approach 
is based on classification of singular points according to topological properties 
of simple smooth surfaces. Both of the above algorithms assume a parallel light 
or a point light source distant from the surface. As far as we know, there is 
no method in the literature that can reconstruct global 3D shape from single 
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grayscale image under a near light source. We extend Kimmel's algorithm and 
make it applicable to the case of a near light source. Although the algorithm 
presented in this chapter is for endoscope image, it can be extended to global 
SFS with a general near light source easily owing to the use of BRDF. 
The global SFS algorithm for an endoscope image consists of three steps: 
First, starting from singular points, we use a level set propagation algorithm to 
obtain distance maps from each surface point to the light source. This is the 
so-called local SFS problem for an endoscope image. In this case, the singular 
points are those surface points that have locally maximum intensity. Second, 
merge the distance maps together based on the classification of singular points. 
Third, project the distance map back to 3D coordinate to get the depth map of 
the object. 
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Local SFS algorithm for 
endoscope image by propagating equal distance contour proposed by Okatani 
etc.[30] is briefly reviewed in Section 2. In Section 3, the global SFS method 
for parallel light by Kimmel[20] is also reviewed, followed by the global SFS 
algorithm for an endoscope image. The simulation and experiment results are “ 
shown in Section 4 and conclusion is in Section 5. 
5.2 Local SFS algorithm for endoscope image 
A pinhole camera model is used for endoscope, see Chapter2. In addition, since 
the surface of human inner organ is not Lambertian, a more general reflection 
model, BRDF is used to describe the reflection property of the surface, taking 
both the incident and reflection direction into consideration. The light of the 
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endoscope can be approximated by a point light source located at the camera 
projection center[30], as is shown in Fig5.1. This configuration simplifies the 
problem of near point light source and BRDF a lot. 
Image plane ^ ~ ~ | 7 
y ^ 个 i / y ^ : z Project center 
^ ¾ ^ - " 
z / 丨 \ Light source 
y , / r ； 
>TK 
Figure 5.1: Endoscope imaging system 
5.2.1 Imaging system and brightness formulation 
Here, we follow the derivation of Okatani and Deguchi[30]. The grayscale E in 
the image position {x, y) is given by, 
^F{Oi, L(Mcos& ” 
E[x, y) = 6 ^ (5.1) 
where F{6i, dr, 4>r) is the bidirectional reflectance distribution function[16] of the 
surface. 4>r is the azimuth angle between the incident light and the reflection 
light, r is the distance between the light source and the surface point, and d is a 
constant depending on the intensity of light source and the camera parameters. 
Since the light source and the view point is at the same position, the incident 
angle 6i always equals to reflection angle 没”，and 4>r is 0. Substitute the angles 
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into Eq.5.1 yields, 
^FjOi, ei,0)cos0i ,G{cosej) 
耿 y) = ^ -2 = ^ ^ - 2 " ~ (5.2) 
where G(cos 9i) = F{6i,氏，0) cos 6i is a monotonic increasing function with 
respect to cos $ i . So given the image brightness E { x , y ) and the distance r, 
cos 6i can be uniquely determined by, 
cosei = G - \ r ^ E { x , y ) | 8 ) . (5.3) 
5.2.2 Equal distance contour propagation and shape re-
construction 
Equal distance contour may be thought of as a curve on the object surface, 
where all points on that curve have the same distance to the light source, the 
contour can also be regarded as the intersection of the object with a sphere 
whose center is the light source. Given an initial equal distance contour, we can 
propagate it to construct a new equal distance contour r + 5r, with 5r small 
enough. Iteratively propagate the equal distance contour until each image point" 
gets its distance to the projection center, the shape of the surface can then be 
represented by its distance map from the projection center of the endoscope. 
Starting from a small circle around a singular point as the initial equal distance 
contour C(ro), we define a function •[oc, y , r。）on the image plane to be nagative 
inside the initial contour, and positive outside the contour. The equal distance 
contour at r = t is given by 
C(t) = (a:, y M x , y, t) = 0 (5.4) 
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The contour can thus be propagated by updating the 办 function with a velocity 
as 
— G-i(ma：’ y)/S) (5.5) 
^ 
where f is the focal length of the endoscope. 
Assume that the surface is smooth and simple and there is a point on the 
surface with the normal in the direction of the light source and has a minimum 
distance to the light. According to Eq.5.2, such a point can be selected by 
searching for the image point {xo,yo) with maximum brightness E{xo,yo). The 
boundary of a small neighborhood of that singular point serves as the intial 
distance contour. The intial distance is given by, 
ro = yj6G{l)/E{xo.yo) M) 
where the constant 6 can be obtained by careful calibration. 
5.3 Global SFS algorithm for endoscope image 
Distance map is an alternative form to represent the shape of an object. If we-
can obtain the distance map of a global surface from its endoscope image, we 
can get the shape of the object easily. So the global SFS problem is now how 
to obtain a global distance map of the surface. Local SFS should be used to 
get locally correct distance map propagating from each singular point, The local 
distance maps are then merged together to obtain a global solution. 
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5.3.1 A global shape from shading algorithm for a paral-
lel light 
A simple global algorithm for SFS with a parallel light was proposed by Kimmel 
etc. see also [20]. Assuming that the surface is simple and smooth and can be 
described by a Morse function[6]. All singular points on that surface can be 
locally classified to be three types: Minima, Maxima and Saddle. The singular 
points are those that have surface normal in the direction of light source, and 
can be determined by considering the grid point of highest intensity within a 
connected area of pixels. 
By propagating the equal height contour from a singular point rrii which 
is known to be a minima. We can obtain distance transform Di(x,y) of that 
singular point. The distance transform Di{x,y) is a relative depth map with 
respect to the singular point 叫 Given the absolute depth H{rrn) of each minima 
singular point on the depth map, the global surface Dr{x, y) is given by [20], 
Dr{x, y) = min{Di{x, y) + H{rm)) : i = 1 to N (5.7) 
where N is the number of singular points which are minima. Di{x,y) + H{rrii) 
is the absolute height of the grid point (a:, y) on the depth map. 
It is difficult to use Eq.5.7 directly to get the global depth map of a surface, 
because the absolute height H{rrii) of the minima singular point rrii on the depth 
map is unknown. Besides, we cannot classify different types (Minima, Maxima 
and Saddle) of singular points directly from the grayscale image, because all 
of the singular points are local brightest points. Kimmel proposed an iterative 
appoach to solve this problem. The inflection-type saddle point between two 
minima singular points should be identified. It serves as the merge point to 
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merge two relative depth maps. The merging process goes on until a surface 
with no inflection-type saddle points is obtained. That surface is the global 
surface required. See [20] for detail. 
5.3.2 The relationship between depth map and distance 
map 
Let us first examine the relationship between depth map of a surface and distance 
map of that surface to the camera projection center. Take a simple surface of a 
hemisphere for example, as shown in the Fig.5.2. The radius of that hemosphere 
is R, and the light source and camera are located at the center of the hemisphere. 
All points on the surface have the same distance R to the light source. The 
corresponding distance map is shown in Fig.5.2(b). If on the depth map the 
surface normal at a point is in the direction ofthe light, its corresponding surface 
normal on the distance map is perpendicular to the X - Y plane. It can be 
easily derived that propagating "equal distance contour" on the depth map is 
equivalent to the propagation of "equal height contour" on the distance map 
“ 
with a parallel light source coming from above and perpendicular to X - Y 
plane. This equivalence helps to extend a global SFS algorithm for parallel light 
to a global SFS algorithm for a near light source. 
5.3.3 A global shape from shading algorithm for endoscope 
image 
As mentioned before, the first step to reconstruct the global depth map of a 
surface from its endoscope image is to obtain its global distance map to the 
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(a) Depth map (b) Distance map 
Figure 5.2: Relationship of depth map and distance map 
camera project center. We have discussed that propagating the equal distance 
contour on depth map is equivalent to propagating the "equal height contour" on 
the distance map. So the problem of obtaining global distance map for surface 
under endoscope is similar to the problem of obtaining global depth map for 
parallel light. 
Assuming that the distance map is a simple and smooth surface. There are 
also three types of singular points: minima, maxima and saddle. (All singular 
points discussed below are on the distance map.) Starting from a minima sin-
gular point rUi, use the Level set propagation, we can obtain a distance map 
Di(x,y). Since the absolute height of the point rUi on the distance map can 
be estimated by Eq.5.6, the distance map Di{x,y) is an absolute distance map. 
The global distance map Dr{x,y) in this case is given by 
Dr{x, y) = min{Di{x, y)),i = 1 to N, (5.8) 
The merging process is very simple. No iterative approach is needed. - The 
resulting global distance map can be obtained from local distance maps in one 
step. 
The key of this algorithm is to select all of the minima singular points on 
the distance map of the surface from the grayscale image. Let's have a look at 
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the properties of three types of singular points on the distance map: Minima, 
Maxima and Saddle. If non-minima singular points are seleted, or there are still 
minima singular points that have not been selected, there will be problem. Let's 
have a look at the grayscale of the three types of singular points on the distance 
map: Minima, Maxima, and Saddle, and check whether the singular points have 
local miximum grayscale. 
Local brightest points and the singular points 
The grayscale of the endoscope image is determined by Eq.5.2； It depends on 
two changing factors: the cosine of the incident angle (cos ft) and the distance 
r (the height on the distance map). Compared the grayscale of a singular point 
rrii with the grayscale of an arbitrary point P within a small area near point rrii. 
If E{rrii) is greater than E{P), the singular point mi will be a local brightest 
point and thus can be selected. 
Since by definition the surface normal at the singular point is in the direction 
of the light source (in the direction (0, 0, 1) on the distance map coordinate 
system), cos6i{rrii) equals 1. It is surely greater than cos9i{P), which is the' 
cosine of incident angle at arbitrary point P. Since G(cos 9i) is a monotonic 
increasing function of cos 6>i, G(cos 6i(mi)) is greater than G(cos 9i{P)). E not 
only depends on G(cos 9i). We also have to consider r. For different kind of 
singular points, the situations are different: 
case 1: if singular point rrii is a minima. The distance r(rrii) is always 
smaller than r(P). So according to Eq.5.1, E(mi) is always greater than E[P). 
All minima singular points are local brightest points. 
case 2: if singular point rUi is a maxima. The distance r{rrii) is greater than 
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r(P). But we can not tell which grayscale is greater. A maxima point may or 
may not be a local brightest point. 
case 3: if singular point rrii is a saddle. The distance r(rrii) may be greater 
or smaller than r{P). A saddle point may or may not be a local brightest point. 
According to the discussion above, all minima singular points on the distance 
map will be selected. But maxima or saddle singular points are possible to 
have local maximum grayscale. Therefore, before merging local distance maps 
to obtain a global distance map, the non-minima singular points should be 
identified and the corresponding local distance maps should be rejected. 
Detecting maxima and saddle points 
According to mountainers' theorem[38], the number of extrema located within 
a closed equal-height contour of a smooth surface exceeds by one the number 
of saddle points within that contour. Start propagating from a small circle 
around a minima singular point, the first singular point met by the equal-height 
contour must be a saddle point. Assuming there is a minima singular point 
rrii on the distance map, propagate equal-height contour from that point will" 
yield a distance map Di{x, y). The first singular point met in the process of 
propagation must be a saddle point. Let us label the point as S. The height 
of that saddle point on the distance map can be correctly obtained from the 
distance map as Di{xg, Vs), where {xg, Vs) is the coordinate of point S in the 
image. As mentioned before, the surface normal at singular point will point in 
the direction of the light source. So cos 9i{S) equals 1. The distance from that 
singular point to the light source can be estimated by[30], 
ro{xs. Vs) = s j 6 G { l ) / E { x s , y s ) ( 5 . 9 ) 
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the value of A(a^s,2/s) and ro{xs,ys) should match, i.e. 
Di(xs,Vs) - ro{xs,ys)l < threshold (5.10) 
The value of |A(a^s, Vs) — ro{Xs, 2/5)| may not be zero because there may be some 
small error in estimating ro{xg,ys) and obtaining Di{xs,Vs)-
When the equal height contour on the distance map propagates through the 
saddle point S, there are two different cases. The contour will meet a maxima 
point(X) or a minima pomt{N). If the next singular point met is a maxima, the 
contour will be split into two parts: the inner part of the contour will end at the 
maxima singular point, and get the height of that maxima point on the distance 
map correctly. The height of that maxima point obtained from the distance 
map Di{X) should match the distance estimated by Eq.5.6, just like the case of 
the saddle. If the contour after passing the saddle point meets another minima 
point, there will be a topological error, the height of the next minima obtained 
from the distance map is not correct. The difference between Di{xn,Vn) and 
ro{xn,yn) will be large. This helps to identify minima singular points from 
maxima and saddle points. “ 
The global SFS algorithm 
The procedure to get global distance map is as follows: 
step 1: Select singular points of distance map from the image by considering 
the local brightest point within a connected area of pixels in the image. These 
singular points, denoted as m“ can fall into three types: minima, maxima and 
saddle. 
step 2: Estimate the distance of each singular point rrii to the light by Eq.5.6. 
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Use a small circle around the singular point to be an initial contour. Propagate 
the equal distance contour to get a local distance map £>‘ for each singular point. 
step3: Use the obtained local distance maps to classify the singular points. 
Local distance maps propagated from maxima or saddle points must be deleted. 
step 4: Merge the local distance maps starting from minima singular points 
together to get the global distance of the surface. 
The procedure for the above step 2 is: For each singular point m ,^ estimate 
its distance r(mj) to the light by Eq.5.6. Then search the distance map Dk 
starting from other singular point. If there is a distance map Dk such that 
Dk{rrii) — r{rrii)l is smaller than a threshold, then the singular point rrii is not 
a minima singular point. Then the corresponding distance map Di should be 
deleted. The threshold we used in our experiments is |(r(mi) — r{mk)). The 
results are very good. 
5.4 Simulations and experiments results 
In the simulation, we use a software called Raytracing to simulate the endoscope 
lighting system and the camera. A complicated surface generated by matlab 
function Z = PEAKS{X, Y) is used for testing. Its grayscale image taken by 
the simulated endoscope is shown in Fig.5.3(b). The global distance map was 
obtained first, as shown in Fig.5.3(c). The global depth map of the surface as 
shown in Fig.5.3(d) was then obtained by projecting the distance map back to 
3D coordinate. The result is very good. 
Both Lambertian surface and nonLambertian surface are used in real ex-
periments to verify the robustness of this algorithm. An image of a Lambertain 
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Figure 5.3: Simulation result 
model made of paper clay is taken by an real endoscope, as is shown in Fig.5.4(a). 
II 
The reconstructed 3D surface of the model is shown in Fig.5.4(b). The BRDF 
for the Lambertian surface is degenerated to be cos 9i. The result is satisfatory, 
except for little error due to interreflection between hills. Fig.5.5(a) shows the 
endoscope image of a patient's lung. Since the exact lung surface was not avail-
able for obtaining the BRDF, a similar surface was used to obtain the BRDF. A 
small piece of the surface was laid flat on the work table. The same endoscope 
was held by a robot arm to acquired images at viewing points forming a 90 de-
grees arc with the centre at the target object point. This allows us to compute a 
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look up table for the function G(cos 6>^) . Shape of the lung was recovered using 
our global SFS method. Some liquid drops and blood drops are present on the 
image and had caused some unavoidable errors. In spite of this, the result is 
reasonably good. 
H S ^ ^ H n | 
M^ ^ ^^^' 
^^HHHHHHHMI^ I^^ H^I *^  ^ 
(a)Grayscale image (b) Reconstructed surface 
Figure 5.4: Real experiment for Lambertian surface of paper clay 
• ^ ^ . • 
(a)Grayscale image (b) Reconstructed surface 
Figure 5.5: Real experiment for non-Lambertian surface of a lung * 
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5.5 Summary 
In this chapter, we have proposed a global SFS method for 3D reconstruction 
of an human internal organ from its endoscope image. Okatani and Deguchi[30 
method is good only for local SFS. Unlike the method of Kimmel and Bruckstein[20 
which used parallel light, our method used a near light model with the light as-
sumed to be at the projection center. We obtained first a number of equal 
distance maps corresponding to the local minimum and merge them to form a 
global distance map. 3D shape is then derived from the global distance map. 
We did not assume the surface to be Lambertian. The BRDF of the surface is 
obtained by calibration with the help of a robot arm for accurate orientation 
and positioning of the endoscope. We have a different BRDF for different organ 
surface. Results from simulated experiments are very good. In the real images of 
organs, there are often bloods and liquid drops on the organ surface which have 
different surface reflectance properties. This heterogeneous surface is a major 
limitation of SFS in real applications. In spite of this, we managed to obtain 
quite good results. Better results may be expected if the blood and liquid can 
•I 
be removed from the image by image processing. Among the factors that affect 
the accuracy of the result, the most significant one is the calibration error of 
the camera because accurate camera parameters such as focal length play an 
important role in our algorithm. Since the Level Set propagation method takes 
care of noise very well. The noise is not an main error source. • 
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Summary and conclusion 
In this thesis, we focus on some practical applications of Shape from Shading 
techniques. Two major research results are given, one is extended light source 
models and the other is global Shape from Shading algorithm for an endoscope 
image. First, we briefly introduced the light source models and camera models 
that were used. Then some of the Shape from Shading algorithms developed 
by other researchers were reviewed. After that, we described our extended light 
source models and finally the global Shape from Shading algorithm for an en: 
doscope image. 
6.1 Problems tackled in this thesis 
1. We built extended light source models and use the extended light sources 
to do 3D recontruction. Three kinds of extended light source models which 
are spherical, rectangular and cylindrical in shape are built for application of 
Shape from Shading in common indoor environments such as offices or factories. 
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Multiple extended light source, even with different shapes, can also be used 
together in our algorithm. The relationship between image brightness and the 
object surface normal is derived first. This relationship is the reflectance map 
for Shape from Shading algorithm. In simulations and real experiments, single 
extended light source, as well as multiple extended light sources are used. The 
results verified the robustness of our light source models. 
2. Shape from Shading can also be used in medical image processing and 
computer-aided surgery. 3D shape of inner organ can be reconstructed from 
its endoscope image using Shape from Shading technique and it is very help-
ful for surgery. Okatani and Deguchi [30] proposed an equal distance contour 
propagation method to infer the 3D shape. Based on their local algorithm and 
the global Shape from Shading algorithm for parallel light by Kimmel [22], we 
proposed a novel global algorithm for an endoscope image. Singular points in 
the endoscope image should be identified. Local Shape from Shading algorithm 
proposed by Okatani and Deguchi is then used to obtain several local shapes 
of the surface. The local shapes propagated from minimum singular points are 
detected and merged together to get the global shape of the surface. " 
6.2 Discussion on future developments 
Although the above proposed extended light source models are more practical 
light source models compared with parallel light or a point light distant from the 
object surface. There is a problem needed to be tackled that the object surface 
is assumed to be Lambertian. Shape from Shading for non-Lambertian surface 
and extended light source will be an interesting and significant topic. 
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For the application of Shape from Shading in medical image processing and 
computer-aided surgery, our goal is to use Shape from Shading to reconstruct a 
whole 3D model of an inner organ. There are two steps. One is 3D reconstruction 
of small parts from their endoscope images, the other is to do the 3D registration 
and then merge several parts together. There should be overlapping between two 
neighboring parts. Parameters such as translation, rotation and scale should be 
calculated. A whole 3D model of inner organ will be very useful in the surgeries. 
•I 
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Appendix: A Rectangular Light 
Source Model 
According to Eq.4.5, the grayscale of an image of an object illuminated by a 
rectangular light source is given by, 
, rx2 rV2 fX2 rV2 L(9) COS AO , , 
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+ sin6 sin ip sin 0„ sin (pn + cos 9 cos 0„] dxdy 
产2 rv2 sin 6 cos ip sin 9n cos (pn , , ,' 
=Ez / - , dxdy 
Jxi Jyi jy 
+ 丑 之 [ 广 sme sin ^ g n �s i n �钮 如 + ^ ^ | : : 厂 ^^^l^dxdy 
= E z 广 jy2 M : o s � _ 
Jxi Jyi D 
r^2 rv2 y s i n 9n s i n (/?„ 
+ Ez / / —^ dxdy . 
Jxi Jyi Lf 
fX2 fV2 z COS 9n , , 
+ Ez / / p,4 dxdy 
Jxi Jyx U 
f^2 rV2 X 
二 E z s i n — 丄 /yi (工2 + ^ 2 严 
f^2 rV2 y 
+ E z s i n U - { 义 1 ( � 2 + 外 _ 
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+ E�e�l:: (一 + ; + 约2-" 
. = E z sin 6n cos (pn{partl] + Ez sin 6>„ sin (pn[part2] + Ez^ cos 9n{partSl6.l) 
where 
严2 fV^ X , J t=x^ 广2 fX2 1 
一 1 = L L ( � 2 + :y - = 4 H i 2(“^2+:〒也 
— 1 广 1 1 , 
“"2Jy, [xl+y^ + Z^ —工?+2/2 + 么2] y 
_ 1 [奶 1 _ 1 fy^ 1 , 
= 2 4 x f ^ V ^ ^ ~ 2 4 x l ^ y ' + z^ ^ 
r • 
1 ^ V2 , yi =——. arctan . ： — arctan , : 
2^x1 + z2 [ ^x1 + z2 ^/xfh z\ 
p -
1 , yi , V2 + ~~. arctan . - arctan . 
2^x1 + z2 L yjA + 之2 \ A ! + >^2. 
= 7 4 - 7 1 丨 7 2 - 7 3 ( 6 . 2 ) 
2^x\ + 一 2^x1 + z 2 
where for simplicity we let tan71 = ^l1^:,2’ tan72 = y ^ ^ , t a n 7 3 二《;『+一 
and t a n 7 4 = I，�• In the same way, 
V®i+^  
/"X2 fV2 y i-y2 rX2 ry2 1 
part2 = / / ^~~. , ...dxdy = / dx / . dt ” 
Jxi Jyi {X^ + y^ + Z^y Jxi Jyi 2{t + X^ + Z^Y 
— _ i 广 r 1 1 1 办 
="2Jx^ [x2 + y\ + z2 “ a;2 + y2 + ^2J ^ 
_ 1 � 1 ^ 一 1 fM 1 , 
= 2 4 i^T^rr^ “ 2 L o ; 2 + y ! + z 
1 • X2 本 2^1 
=——. arctan . — arctan , ： 
2^yl + 22 [ V^iT^ ^yl + z\ 
• _ 
1 ^ Xi X2 + _ arctan , - arctan . 
2^yl + 一 L 如\ + 之2 ^yl^z\ 
= U i + A ^ . (6.3) 
2^yl + 7^ 2^yl + z ^ 
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In the same way, we let tan(^i = ^ ^ ^ , t a n ^ = y ^ ^ , t a n ^ = y ^ ^ and 
t a “ = * . 
rx2 rV2 1 r^ 2 rV2 1 
一 = L L ( 工 2 + - + 外 " _ = 义 1 气 ( � + 外 办 
— 1 广2 y2 y^  
二 2 L H^' + <^2)(a;2 + y2 + 之 2 ) - ( 工 2 + ^2 ) (^ ;2 + y2 + 之2) 
a r c t a n ^ ^ ^ arctan ^ 
{x^ + Z^)Vx^ + Z^ (a;2 + z 2 ) V x 2 + 2:2J • 
(6.4) 
Since we cannot obtain the above integration value easily, we transfer the part3 
into the polar coordinate system. The polar coordinate system is shown in 
Fig. 6.1. 
M • 
^ 5^  ^ 
Figure 6.1: Geometry of the polar coordinate system. 
In the polar coordinate system, part^ is: 
S : / /s ( - + y' + z � d _ = / Ls.,s..s. - ( ^ h y ' ' ' ' 
=ILwiW"P^lLw^i-e 
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+ ILwhy''''- (6-5) 
For the area 51, we have: tan^i = y1/x2, tan02 = y2/x2, Pi = "1/sin0 and 
p2 二 X2| cos^. So: 
ILiWiw#e = l::Cv^A 
_ _ i 广 r ^ L_1 d9 
一 2Je, [pl + ^2 pf + z2j 
1 产 cos2 6> sin2 e 1 
二 _ U i k + z W r y ? + z W 0 j ‘ …力） 
Let tan(9 = t, so sin^^ = ^ , cos^6 = j ^ , and d9 = j^dt. Equation (6.6) 
become: 
ILl^#e 
1 |>tan02 t^  1 • 1 dt 
= 2 Lne, [{l + t^)yl + zH^ ~ O + t^TI^J T^ ^ 
_ l / t a n & i _ J yl ],, 
一 2 Ln9, 1(1 + 作2 [yf + (W + z 2 ) , 2 j 
1 广滅 f 1 xl \ 
—2 LnO^ 1 (1 + 作 2 - (xl + 2^ + X|t^)z^ J 
- n “ 
X2 , V2 ^ yi = , arctan . - arctan . 
2z^y[4^ [ V^2 + ？ V^2 + ？. 
yi [ , V2yfy[^ , y/vi + z^] ,. 7 � . arctan arctan . (6.7) 
2z^^yl + ^2 [ 穩 ^2 • 
For the area S2, we have: tan ^i 二 y2/x2, tan 62 = yi/xi, pi = yi/ sin^ and 
p2 = y2/ sin 9. So: 
llsJ^2_ = l>l::W^A 
= 」 广 [ _ _ 1 M ^Q 
一 2Je^ [pl + ^2 pf + ^2j 
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— 1 � 2 sin2 e sin^ 0 1 册 
=~2Je, [y| + z2sin2^ — yl^z^sm^e\ 
— 1 |-tan02 f f 1 1 dt 
=丄滅 [ ( 1 + t^)yl + zH^ 一 (1 + t^)yl + zH^\ Y ^ 
_ 1 / 一 1 � d ]dt 
— 2 LnO, 1(1 + 作 2 — [^ 2 + (^2 + 作2]之2 J 
— 1 f— i _ J yJ ]dt 
— 2 Lne, 1(1 + 作 2 [y| + (y2 + ^2)^2]^2j  
V2 "iV^ + :2 \lyi + #  , arctan arctan  
2z^^yl + ^2 [ 樣 ^2 
yi [ , V^f+^ , y2^Jyl^z^] 
— , arctan arctan • (o.oj 
2z^^yl + ^2 |_ ^1 工 他 • 
In the same way, for the area 5s, we have: tan $i = yi/xi, tan 62 = y2/x1, 
pi = xi|co^d and p2 = y2| sin0. So: 
f f ( , p ,,jpd6 =广 de r rr^r^dp 
J Jsz (p2 + ^2)2 ” hi Jp, (p2 + z2)2 
= _ 1 广 [ ^ ^ 1 浙 
— 2Jei [pl + ^2 pl + z^l 
_ 1 广 sin2 0 cos2 $ 1 胡 
二 ~2Jex [yl^z^sm^9 ~ xl + z^cos^o] 
— 1 rtan^ 2 r ^ 1 1 出 “ 
= " 2 / t a n 0 , [(1 + t ” y ! + zH' - (1 + t^)xj + ^2j T + t ^ 
= 1 广 滅 1 dt 
一 2 Aan0i [(l+t2)a:f + z2](l+t2) 
1 t^an $2 t^ 
——/ dt 
2 Lne , [{yl + z^)t^ + yl]{l + t^) 
1 广 滅 1 xl 1 -
= 2 Lne, [ ( l + t V - {xl + z^ + xlt^)z^l 
— 1 /tan02 ( 1 yl | 
—2Aan0. [(l+t')z''ly| + (y'2+z')t']z') 
= ^ 广滅 1 _ ^ [ 一 1 dt 
—^Aan^x Vl + {yl + Z2)^ 2 — p A a n f l i X? + ^2 + x\i^ 
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V2 \ y f y f ^ ‘ 2/iV^i+^ = . arctan arctan  
2z^yJyl + ^2 [ ^1 ^iV2 • 
f i arctan , 奶 - a r c t an .饥 . (6.9) 
2z^^xl + z^ [ i / ^ r + 22 sjA + 2'. 
Therefore, 
—3 = /fs=s..s..s.Jp4^'''' 
=ILw^_lkw^_lkwf^2-
V2 [ , yJv2 + 分 , V Z + ^ = . arctan arctan  
2z^^yl + z^ [ ^1 ^2 • 
"1 [ , M + 公 , \ ^ + 一1 + . arctan arctan  
2 ^ 2 y ^ + 7 [ 3：2 1^ • 
r • 
^2 ‘ 2/2 , yi 
+ arctan . - arctan . 
2Z^ /xl + Z2 [ ^ x | + Z^ y/xl + 2:2 
_ • 
Xi ‘ yi , V2 
+ . arctan , - arctan . 
2z^^xl + 2^ [ sJ^ z^ ^x\ + z2. 
= 2 / 2 ( ¾ - <^ 4) + yi{^i — <^ 2) 
一 2z^^yl + z^ 2z^y|yl^z^ ,, 
+ ^2(73 - 72) I ^ 1 ( 7 1 - 7 4 ) ( 6 . 1 0 ) 
2z^yjxl + z^ 2z2yx[+z2 
partl, part2 and part3 are contants for a fixed rectangular light source. 
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